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Energy Distribution in Music· 
JOHN P. OVERLEYt 

Summarg-A knowled,e of the manner in which the acoustic 
power encountered in music varies with respect to frequency can be 
a useful tool in the desilD of compooents to be used in audio rein
forcement or reproduction systems. This paper deals with the ampli
tude of fractional-second energy peaks. without reference to the 
rate of their occurrence. It is these peaks which must be considered 
when distortion is of primary consideration; a vera,e power is useful 
only in predictin, temperature rise (where applicable) of si£Dal
handlin, components. Throughout the disc:ussion emphasis is placed 
upon the di1ference between average and peak enerlY consideratioD. 

The source material from which the distribution analysis is 
drawn consisted of recent commercial vinyl recordinp played OD a 
carefully equalized reproducing system. Ten various types of music: 
are c:1assified and a distribution curve for each is drawn. The methods 
used in arrivin, at a typical curve are shown by breakin, the spec:
trum into octaves with a band-pass fllter. 

The distribution information mentioned above is applied to the 
desilD of a three-channel loudspeaker system as an example of use. 
Other poBSible applications are mentioned. 

PRES~NT -DA Y audio systems designed for voice 
and music reproduction vary greatly in specifica
tions and application, but all have in common the 

requirement to respond to more than one frequency. 
The frequency pass band may ran~e from the narrow 
limits of 200-3,000 cps, typical of a voice communica
t ion system, to the extended range of 20-20,000 cps or 
hetter, achieved only in certain high-fidelity systems. 
Each component in a system should be capable of de
livering the required power without exceeding the maxi
mum permissible distortion or risking dama~e due to 
overload. 

In the design and testing of variollS audio components 
it is helpful to know the expected signal energy distribu
t ion with respect to frequency. I n other words, because 
the energy in typical speech and music is not uniformly 
distributed throughout the audio frequency spectrum, 
design compromises may be effected to reduce the pos
sibility of overload at any frequency. The distribution 
curves developed in this article were intended primarily 
for use in the design of loud speaker systems. but are 
applicable to other components. 

Before proceeding with an explanation of the recorded 
data. let us examine a few of the energy characteristics 
of typical human speech and, in p<lrticular, music. Con
sider, for a moment, the sound of an orchestra. The dy
namic level may vary over an extreme range of values, 
depending upon how many instruments are playing, the 
loudness of each, and acoustics of the room or audi
torium. Usually, the maximum sound energy at any fre
fluency will occur during the loud musical passages when 
most players are active. An instrument played loudly 
not only produces the greatest level of fundamental, but 
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its tone may be considerably richer in harmonic content 
than when it is played softly. Thus, if we are interested 
in findinK the maximum energy present at any fre
quency, the investigation, for the most part, may be 
narrowed to a study of the apparent loudest passages. 
Certain exceptions to this generalization are recognized: 
a solo instrument or voice may be recorded at a higher 
than normal level with a separate microphone for em
phasis; certain combinations, such as a choir of women's 
voices, require unusual sound handling ability. as we 
shall see later. ~ow consider a sustained chord played 
by the orchestra at a constant, high volume level. Al
though no audible variations exist, a volume indication 
will exhibit contimfal fluctuation over a susbtantial 
range. Because the phase of each instrument bears a 
random relationship to every other one, their vector 
sum (the resultant sound intensity) is not a constant. 
At a certain time when several instruments are "in 
phase," very high instantaneous values of sound ampli
tude may result. In this manner a series of peaks is 
generated whose amplitudes are many times that of 
the average. If an audio system is to give distortionless 
reproduction, it must be capable 0.£ passing, without 
clipping, the highest peaks which have it time duration 
sufficiently long, and occur frequently enough, to be 
perceived by the human ear. Such peaks may be due 
IIOt only to several instruments playing in unison or .It 
harmonically related frequencies as described above, 
but are also influenced by the reverberation of the 
chamber and by the harmonic structure of each single 
instrument. 

It is, therefore, necessary to distinguish between aver
age energy and peak energy. To illustrate this concept, 
compare two electrical signals of the same peak ampli
tude, but one which is sinusoidal in nature, and the 
other which is a pulse of short duration (see Fig. 1). 

Fig. I 

Average or total energy is proportional to the shaded 
area under the curves. It is approximately the quantity 
which would be measured by a volume indicating meter 
of the conventional type. Obviously, the sine wave rep
resents a much greater average energy than the pulse. 
Peak energy is a function of maximum amplitude, how
ever, and is seen to be identical for the two signals. 
Hence, for distortion-free reproduction, the power 
handling requirements of any component (covering the 
full frequency range) would be the same in each case 
even though a conventional VU meter would register 
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widely different readings. It has been the practice of the 
broadcast and recording industries to allow an arbitrary 
margin of 10 db between VU indications and the equip
ment overload point, to handle the majority of these 
peaks without clipping. It is to be understood, however, 
that this 10 db is a compr()mise with the signal-to-noise 
ratio, and is inadequate in Ihany instances from a perfec
tionist's point of view. In general, the more complex the 
harmonic structure or the greater the number of simul
taneous sound sources, the greater is the margin required 
to minimize clipping. It is for this reason that audiophile 
advocates over twenty watts of available electrical 
power for a home music reproducing system, whereas a 
few hundred milliwatts of sinusoidal power will produce 
an uncomfortably loud sound level on the same equip
ment. A chorus of women's voices has been noted to 
have a particularly high ratio of peak-to-average energy. 
Consequently, some engineers reduce the recording level 
below nor~al for this type of material. 

The degree to which peaks may be clipped or com
pressed is open to considerable discussion. I t depends in 
part upon the amount of peak amplitude reduction, fre
quency of occurrence of such peaks, the type of program 
material, frequency response of the system, and (to a 
great degree) tolerance of thc listener. Moderate clip
ping may result in "listening fatigue" before its severity 
permits recognition by an A-B listening test. It should 
be mentioned that momentary overloads due to occa
sional peaks must not induce temporary instability in 
the equipment. This effect would lengthen the duration 
of clipping and grossly increase the severity of resulting 
distortion. Many otherwise acceptable public address 
amplifiers suffer from this fault. 

The following information on energy distribution 
music and speech is based upon peaks as short as a frac
tion of a second in duration, occurring in the loudest 
passages of voice and music. It represents the approxi
mate distribution of energy vs frequency under highest 
signal conditions-exactly those conditions which 
should determine the power handling requirements of 
audio components. Average or total energy distribution 
would be of little value here unless the power limitation 
in a reproducer were one of temperature rise rather than 
distortion. This condition is rarely encountered in pro
gram material reproduction since heating effects are pro
portional to rms power (much closer in value to average 
than peak power for typical signals). 

The following data were compiled to fulfill the need 
for energy distribution information based upon peak 
rather than average values. To obtain these data, special 
phonograph recordings representing the most advanced 
techniques were played back on carefully equalized high 
quality transcription equipment. These provided the 
source material. It was felt that this was representative 
of typical good quality in frequently encountered 
sources. Frequency response of the playback compo
nents was of primary importance, since it directly 
affected the results of this study. 

Each musical selection to be analyzed was first played 
without any frequency restrictions and the gain of the 
playback amplifier adjusted to give an arbitrary output 
meter defiection for the maximum recorded level. The 
sound level meter was then adjusted for a band-pass 
response one octave wide and the recording replayed, 
noting the meter reading at the same instant of maxi
mum level on the record. This process was repeated, 
yielding an energy level reading in decibels for each fre
quency band. The highest octave (above 9600 cps) was 
always measured first to minimize possible "erasure" of 
high frequencies from the vinyl pressing due to repeated 
playing. A Scott type 420-A sound analyzer was utilized 
to measure the relative energy present in each of the 
ten bands into which the audible frequency spectrum 
was divided. Very sharp cutoff filters within the analyzer 
serve to minimize possible error due to the presence of 
high level signals just beyond the desired cutoff fre
quency. 

Table I is a tabulation of results obtained in the mall
ner just described. I!ach reading is given in db after the 
total sound has been corrected to an arbitrary standard 

. level of 47 db. Many musical passages were measured 
and averaged to obtain each figure. To convert the data 
to a more useful form, the table was first changed from 
decibel values to relative powers and then the curves of 
Figs. 2 through 5 were drawn, based on this information. 
It must be remembered that these curves represent the 
average of a great number of measurements made on 
music and speech of the appropriate type. Although an 
individual passage may be widely divergent from the 
distribution shown here, each curve does predict the 
maximum power to be expected in any given frequency 
band. Surprising consistency was observed among vari
ous musical samples during the preparation of each 
curve. 

Energy distribution information finds a wide appli
cation in the design of audio frequency reproducing 
components. It is useful in obtaining maximum possible 
performance over the entire spectrum for a given manu
facturing cost. As an example, let us consider its use in 
the design of a 3-way loud speaker system by predicting 
the maximum power which will be encountered in each 
of the three channels. Assume that the crossover fre
quencies have been determined by other considerations 
to be 800 cps and 3,500 cps. Since we anticipate all 
types of voice and music signals, the average curve 
should be consulted. 

On the graph, 800 cycles is seen to correspond to 64 
per cent of the total signal power as read on the left 
hand ordinate, indicating that this percentage of total 
peak power occurs below 800 cps. The loudspeaker chan
nel passing frequencies above 3,500 cps must handle 
only about 3 per cent of the total peak power, as read on 
the right hand ordinate scale. The remaining 33 per 
cent (the difference between the 800 cps and 3,500 cps 
"y" intercepts) finds its way into the midfrequency 
chanllcl. 
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T.\BLE I 
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Fig. 2-Peak energ}, le\'cls of sOllnd vs frequency. I) Pipe organ; 
large, rewrbcrant building. 2) Speech; male voice-radio an· 
nouncer. 3) Soprano solo; classical Illllsic--orchestral an'om
paniment. 

Fig. 4-Peak energy levels of sound "S frequency. 7) Small concert 
orch~stra-heavy brasses. 8) Symphony orchestra-full orchestra, 
9) Plano solo; dose microphone technique. 

Fig. 3-Peak energy levels of sound \5 frequency. -l) Baritone solo; 
popular Illusic-hand accompanimcnt. 5) ·1\pir.ll darce hand; 
instrumental. 6) Symphony orchestra; heavy strings. with woo,i· 
winds and brasses. 

Fi~. 5- ·I't'ak energy Icvcls of sound "s frequency. 10) large 
mixeri chorus; classical music. 
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From these data it is clearly unnecessary to construct a 
high-frequency "tweeter" capable of handling more than 
a very small fraction of the power found in the low {re
quency channel for equal overload points on the average 
signal. For a ~iven cost, this means that a greater per
centage of rkrmanent magnet material in the loud 
speaker system may be allocated to the Jow-frequency 
driver, enhancing its power handling ability. Moreover, 
since the tweeter may be designed for lower power, its 
physical size may be reduced, and diaphragm design 
altered. This leads to improved frequency and transient 
response, as well as better dispersion of sound. 

Energy distribution curves also may be used as a 
basis for the determination of tape and disc recording 
pre-emphasis curves, showing best compromise between 
signal-to-noise ratio and high-frequency distortion. 
Reasonable agreement exists with some of the commonly 
used present-day characteristics, based largely on sub
jective experience in the recording industry. As a final 
example of application, this distribution information 
may be applied in designing a mUltiple amplifier system. 
Here the incoming high and low-frequency signal com
ponents are separated and supplied to two independent 
amplifiers. Since the usual practice is to cross over above 
800 cps, it may be seen that the low-frequency channel 
is called upon to provide the major share of power. Good 
design therefore dictates that most of the output trans
former iron be utilized in the low-frequency unit. Again, 
advantages are obtained in reducing power capability 
of the high-fr~quency unit, in this case, low leakage 
reactance and capacitances of the output transformer. 

In certain installations it is possible that conditions 
of noise or specialized signal wiII modify the normal 
power handling requirements. Even with relatively 
good quality phonograph equipment, for example, rum
ble in the 30 cps region may exceed low-frequency signal 
components. In public address applications, high-fre
quency loud speaker components must be capable of 
withstanding the abnormal condition of momentary 
acoustic feedback. 

To summarize the preceding material, a knowledge of 

energy distribution vs frequency is a valuable tool in 
designing audio equipment for uniform overload char
acteristics across the frequency spectrum Oil a typical 
signal. Careful use of such information will permit many 
times the power to be realized without distortion than 
in a system of the same cost, designed with a uniform 
power handling capability at all frequencies. 

A large number of examples of signals of several types 
were measured, and are presented in the accompanying 
charts and graphs to fulfill this need. A few present day 
applications have been mentioned; however, it is be
lieved that this information may find increased future 
use in the highly competitive audio field. 

EXPLANATION OF CURVES 

Each curve represents the approximate distribution 
of peak sound energy over the audible frequency range 
from a source of music or speech. Values are for maxi
mum fractional-secoQd peaks which occur with reason
able regularity,'but are not weighted on the basis of how 
often they appear. These are not total energy curves. 
Sources are givp.n in the figure captions. 

The per cent of total peak sound energy for any fre
quency band may be found by reading the difference in 
the y-direction between two points on the curve corre
sponding in frequency to the ends of the band. Relative 
peak power at any frequency is indicated by the slope 
of the curve at that point. 
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